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The one-group neutron transport equation is commonly given as an integro- 
differential equation for the neutron density $(x, w) over a domain G x S in 
the five-dimensional phase space E3 x S(l w 1 = 1). In this paper we show 
how, by decomposing the domain of the transport operator into a comple- 
mentary pair of manifolds by means of a projection operator, any transport 
problem can be formulated, on either manifold, in terms of a symmetric 
positive definite operator. We use Friedrichs’ method to extend the operator 
to a selfadjoint operator and look for a generalized solution by minimizing a 
certain functional over the appropriate Hilbert space. A Ritz-Galerkin type 
approximation procedure is formulated, and an estimate for the difference 
between the exact and approximate solution is given. The procedure is 
illustrated for a special choice of finite dimensional subspace. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this article, we study the equation of neutron transport in matter. In its 
standard form, this equation is a linear integro-differential equation for the 
density in phase space, see e.g., Ref. [I]. In many applications, it is possible 
to discretize the energy (velocity) variable, and reduce the transport equation 
to a system of integro-differential equations, which are coupled through terms 
representing fission and scattering phenomena. The solution of this system 
commonly proceeds iteratively via the method of source iteration, which 
leads to the solution of a sequence of so-called one-group transport equations. 
For more specific details on this procedure we refer to the literature, see e.g., 
Refs. [l, 21. 
We are concerned with the development of finite element approximation 
procedures for the numerical solution of a typical one-group transport equa- 
tion. It is well known that the finite element method has the following two 
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characteristic features: (i) the use of variational principles, and (ii) the use of 
finite dimensional subspaces whose basis functions have minimal support, 
see e.g., Ref. [3]. In this article, we address ourselves primarily to the first 
of these two characteristics. Variational principles for the one-group transport 
equation have been proposed by various authors, see e.g., Refs. [4-71. The 
work of Vladimirov [7] is, in fact, most closely connected with the present 
work. The essential step in the derivation of the variational principle con- 
sidered here, is the decomposition of the domain of the transport operator 
into a complementary pair of manifolds by means of a projection operator. 
Any transport problem can then be formulated on either manifold, in terms 
of a symmetric positive-definite operator. This idea was originallly proposed 
by Vladimirov in Ref. [7] for a special case of the one-group transport 
equation. Similar techniques have been used recently by Silvennoinen [ 121 to 
transform the general energy-dependent neutron transport equation with 
nonsymmetric integral kernel to symmetric form. 
We use Friedrichs’ method [8] to extend the positive definite operator to a 
selfadjoint operator, and look for a generalized solution by minimizing a 
certain functional over the appropriate Hilbert space, Hi . A Ritz-Galerkin 
type approximation procedure is formulated in the usual manner, and an 
estimate for the norm of the difference u - li between the exact and the 
approximate solution is given. Finally, by way of example, we illustrate the 
approximation procedure for the particular case in which the finite dimen- 
sional subspace is the direct product of a space of functions defined over the 
domain of the spatial variables, and a space of functions defined over the 
domain of the angular variables. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let Es be the three-dimensional Euclidean space. A point P in Es with 
coordinates x1 , x2 , xa is indicated by the symbol x; a gradient with respect 
to x is indicated by the symbol a/ax. The measure in Es is the usual Lebesgue 
measure, denoted by dx = dx, dx, dxs . 
Let S be the surface of the unit sphere in Es with center at the origin; 
w = (WI, “2 7 ~a) denotes a variable point on S with spherical coordinates 0 
and~(O~B~~,O~~~22rr)suchthatw,=sinecos~,w,=sinesin~, 
wa = cos 0. If w and W’ have spherical coordinates (6,#) and (e’, +‘), res- 
pectively, then the scalar product w . W’ is equal to 
w . W’ = ~0~0~~’ = cos e cos et + sin e sin B’ COS(~ - 4’). 
The measure on S is the usual Lebesgue measure, denoted by dw, with 
dw = sin 0 d0 d+. 
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The one-group transport equation is an equation in the five-dimensional 
phase space Es x S. We denote by G the region in E3 where neutron trans- 
port occurs. G is a bounded open set in Ea. In general, G is the union of a 
finite number of contiguous subdomains, such that, within a subdomain, the 
material properties vary continuously. For simplicity, we assume that G is 
convex; however, this assumption is in no way essential for the following 
theory. The boundary r = G\G of G is piecewise smooth and is the union 
of two disjoint sets, r = I’, v ri , r, n ri = $; r, is the exterior boundary, 
through which no neutrons enter from outside, ri represents the interfaces, 
which are crossed rectilinearly by the neutrons from either side. The measure 
on r induced by dx is denoted by dr. 
The one-group transport equation now corresponds to the following 
boundary value problem: To find a function I&X, w) defined over the domain 
G x S, such that 
a 
- * w#(x, w> + u(x) (#(x, w) - c(x) lsf(x, w - 4 #(x, 4 du’) ax 
= Q(% w>, (x, co) E G x S. 
(1) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
#(x9 w) = 0, for x E r, , w E X(x) = {co: w E s, w - 72, < O}; (2) 
#(x + SW, w> E q-c, g, for (x, W) E ri x S, E > 0. (3) 
In the condition (2) IZ, denotes the outward directed normal to r at a point 
x E r. 
The coefficient u in Eq. (1) corresponds to the total macroscopic cross 
section (inverse mean free path); B is piecewise smooth (i.e., infinitely dif- 
ferentiable), bounded and strictly positive on G, with inf,,, u(x) = a,, > 0. 
The coefficient c corresponds to the within-group scattering probability: 
if c(x) = 0, then every collision between a neutron and a nucleus results in 
the removal of the neutron from the energy group under consideration, if 
c(x) = 1, then every collision between a neutron and a nucleus results in a 
within-group scattering process. Within the multigroup framework we have 
c(x) > 0 for all x E G, and sup,,o c(x) = c, < 1. Like (I, c is a piecewise 
smooth function of position. The integral kernel f in Eq. (1) describes the 
anisotropy of the scattering process; f is nonnegative on G x [- 1, I], piecewise 
smooth on G, and can be expanded in an absolutely and uniformly converging 
series, 
a 2k+l f (x; w - w’) = 1 
k=O 
--&4(4 Pk(W * 4, 
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where Pk is the Legendre polynomial of degree K. f is assumed to be normal- 
ised, such that 
I 
sf(x; w - w’) da’ = 1, (x, w) E G x S. 
Consequently, the coefficients fk satisfy the inequalities 0 < \fk(~)l < 1 
for K = 1, 2,..., and, moreover, to(x) = 1 for x E G. 
Finally, the inhomogeneous term 4 in Eq. (1) represents contributions to 
the neutron density due to in-scattering from other energy groups, due to 
fission sources and independent sources; it is defined on G x S. More 
definite assertions as to the nature of Q will be made later. 
Before formulating the boundary value problem, we elaborate somewhat 
upon the geometrical arrangement. As noted earlier, G is the union of a 
finite number of contiguous open subdomains. The boundary r of G consists 
of the external boundary and the interfaces, and the closure G of G is assumed 
to be convex. For a fixed w E S, let n;, be the orthogonal projection of G 
on a plane through the origin perpendicular to W. For every [ E Z-~ , we define 
The set rcew consists of a finite number of open intervals, i.e., there exist yi , 
O<i<I,withy,,<yr<...<~~,suchthat 
Obviously, the set {yi: i = 0, l,..., I} and the number of intervals, 1, vary with 
c and w. We note that rrE,,, = v~,-~ , I([, w) = I(E, -u). Also, rm = v-, . 
Now, let T be the mapping of the phase space Es x S into itself defined by 
T(x, w) = (s, 5, w’) (x, w> E Es x S, 
with 
s=x-w, 5 = x - (x . w) w, w’ = 0. 
This mapping is one-to-one, continuous and continuously differentiable, 
with the Jacobian equal to one. Its inverse is obtained from the relations 
x = f + SW’, w = w’. 
With any function f defined over G x S, we can associate a new function 
Tf defined over T(G x S), 
Tf (s> 6, w) = f (T-l(s, 5, w>> =f (x, ~1. 
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It is readily verified that, whenever either of the derivatives a/& . wf(zc, W) 
or (a/as) ?W, 6 > w exists, the other derivative exists too, and we have the 
identity 
On the basis of this identity it is obvious why, for the discussion of Eq. (l), 
it is sometimes more convenient to consider (s, [, w), rather than (x, w), as 
the independent variables. 
The following theory will be presented within the general framework of 
the weighted Hilbert space H of all complex-valued functions 1,5(x, w), which 
are defined over G x S and square integrable with weight U(X). The inner 
product and norm in H will be denoted by (,) and 11 I/ , respectively. 
Let M be the linear manifold of all complex-valued functions 4 E H such 
that (1) for almost all (I, w), Z’#(s, 6, w is absolutely continuous on every ) 
compact subset of ?rn,, , and (2) a/ax * W$ E H. We define the differential 
operator L by the expression 
(44 6% w) = --& 2 * w#(‘? WI, (x, w) E G x S, 
on the domain D(L), which consists of all elements # EM such that, for 
almost all (6, u), 
W(ro , 5, w) = 0, (6) 
V(-, 5, w) E c(+s,J- (7) 
Obviously, L is an unbounded linear operator, with domain D(L) dense. in H 
and range R(L) C H. 
For any #, x E D(L) we have the identity 
from which it is readily verified that there exists an operator L* which is 
adjoint to L, defined by the expression 
(L*#) (x2 w) = -(Jv) (x, w) = - -& ; * w#(x, w), 
on the domain D(L*), which consists of all elements # EM such that, for 
almost all (5, w), 
WY, , I, w) = 0, (9) 
W(*, t9 w) E q&J. (10) 
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Next, we introduce the identity operator I on H, 
W) CT w) = 3(X> WI, (x, w) E G x S, (11) 
and the integral operator K on H, 
(I&)) (x, w) = c(x) jsf(x; w - w’) t&v, w’) dw’, (x, w) E G x S. (12) 
Both I and K are bounded linear operators, with )I I /I = 1 and 11 K j/ < cO < 1. 
Since f is a function of w * w’, and not of w and w’ separately, K is selfadjoint. 
The boundary value problem (l)-(3) now amounts to finding the function 
y5 E D(L) which satisfies the equation 
(L + I - K) * = q/a, qEH. (13) 
This problem has been studied extensively by Vladimirov, who observed 
that the operator L + I is invertible on H, 
(L + I)-1 f (x, W) = jod U(X - sw) f (x - SW, W) exp (- 6 U(X - S’W) ds’] ds, 
(x, w) E G x S, 
with a bounded inverse, 
IIF + 4-l II < 1 - exp(--ad), 
where d = diam(G). (We consider the function U(X) extended by zero on the 
whole space Es .) Therefore, instead of the integro-differential equation (13), 
one can study the integral equation 
(I - (L + I)-1 K) I/ = (L + I)-1 (q/u). 
From Ref. [7, Chapter VI, Theorem l] we quote the following result as to 
the existence and uniqueness of a solution of Eq. (13). 
THEOREM 1. The boundary value problem (13) has a unique solution for 
each q E H. This solution is given by 
* = (I - (L + I)-’ K)-1 (L + I)-‘) (q/u) 
and satisfies the estimate 
II $ II < (1 - exp(--aA) IIV - CL + I>-’ K)-l II II 4/u II l 
409/5+-4 
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3. TRANSFORMATION TO SELFADJOINT FORM 
In the present section we decompose the boundary value problem described 
by Eq. (13) into two separate problems, and subsequently transform each of 
these problems into a selfadjoint boundary value problem, by means of a 
projection operator which is generated by a unitary transformation. 
Let U be the linear operator which transforms any function $ E H into the 
function .?&A E H, defined by 
( w> (x9 w> = ?&, -J), (x, co) E G x S. (14) 
U is a unitary operator, U* = U = U-1, and I/ U 1) = 1. 
Consider the following operator on H: 
P = ;(I + U). (15) 
P is a bounded linear transformation which is idempotent and selfadjoint, 
Pa = P and P* = P. Hence, P is a projection operator. We denote by 
(N+, N-} the complementary pair of linear manifolds associated with P, 
I.e., 
N+ = {I/: P+ = z,b, i b E H}, 
N- = {c+h: P# = 0, t,b E H}. 
Then, N- = (N+)I, and any # E H has a unique representation, 
with 
P#=H#+ UIL)eN+ and (I-P)$=#- U$)EW. 
To solve the boundary value problem (13), we decompose the inhomo- 
geneous term as in Eq. (16) and solve Eq. (13) separately for each component. 
That is, we look for a solution # of the form 
such that $r satisfies the equation 
and & satisfies the equation 
(L + I - K) I& = (I - P) q/u. (18b) 
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We now transform each of the boundary value problems (18a) and (18b) 
into a selfadjoint boundary value problem. We first discuss Eq. (18a). 
Let $r = P#, + (I - P) & , with 
Pi), E D(L) n N+ and (I - P) t+b, E D(L) n N-. 
Since LP = (I - P) L on D(L), and P commutes with I and K on H, Eq. 
(18a) is decomposed in the following way, 
L(I - f’) A+ (I- K) Wl = Q/u, VW 
LPt,b, + (I - K) (I - P) & = 0. Wb) 
Since \j K I/ < c,, < 1, the existence of the inverse operator R = (I - K)-l 
is guaranteed on H. R is, in fact, selfadjoint. It is not difficult to prove that R 
is an integral operator of the form 
RI,+, w) = (I - K)-l P(x> 0) 
n 
= t&x, co) + j/(x; w - w’) 4(x, cd) dw’, (x, co) E G x S. 
In terms of the coefficients fk of the expansion (4), r can be written as 
the series being absolutely and uniformly convergent. Like K, R commutes 
with P on H. 
From Eq. (19b) we obtain the identity 
(I - P) & = -RLP#, . (204 
The function I,& is an element of the linear manifold M. Since I - P is a 
mapping of M into itself, it follows from Eq. (20a) that RLPr,b, E M. Hence, 
we can apply the differential expression L to RLP$, . From Eqs. (19a) and 
(20a) we thus obtain an equation which involves only the component P#, 
of $1 P 
(-LRL + I - K) P& = Pqju. (214 
The appropriate boundary conditions on P& can be found from Eqs. (2) 
and (3) by means of the decomposition of $r and the expression (20a). First, 
on r, , 
(I- w Wl(X, w) = 0, for x E r, , w E S-(x). 
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To obtain an equation for w E S\S-( x , we apply the operator U to both sides ) 
of this relation. The result is 
(I + w Wl(X, a> = 0, forxEr,, w E S\X(x). 
In short, on I’, we have the boundary condition 
(I F RL) %(x, w> = a for x E r, , w E S,(x), (224 
where we have abbreviated, S+(x) = S\S.(x). 
Next, on ri , we find the condition 
(I - a) P&(x + SW, w> E q--E, 4, for (x, w) E ri x S, E > 0. 
Since this condition holds for all w ES, it amounts to two independent 
conditions, viz. 
p#l(x + SW, w> E C(--Ey c, 
RLP#,(x + SW, w)E C(-•E, E) I 
for cx w) E r, x s 
’ * ’ 
E > 0. (234 
In an entirely analogous manner one may show that, with the decomposition 
$2 = PA + (I - p> $2 > with P& E D(L) n Nf and (I - P) a,& E D(L) r~ N-, 
Eq. (18b) can be formally transformed into a boundary value problem for 
the component (I - P) I,& . In that case, 
Pz,h2 = -RL(I - P) &, @Ob) 
and (I - P) #a obeys the equation 
(--LRL+I-K)(I-P)#,=(I-P)q/o, 
subject to the boundary conditions 
(I F W (I - P) t&, w> = 0, for x E re , UJ E S&h 
(I - P) #2(x +w w> Eq--E, 4 
RL(I - P) &(x + SW, w) E C(-•E, c) I for (x, W) E ri x S, E > 0. (23b) 
For an abstract formulation of these boundary value problems we introduce 
the linear manifold AZ,, of all complex-valued functions # E H, such that (1) 
for almost all (f, w), T&s, 5, w) and (U#(s, 5, w))/ C% are absolutely 
continuous on every compact subset of 7j6,0 , and (2) a/ax * w (a/ax) . W# E H. 
We define the differential operator L, by the expression 
G%fY 6% WI = w-=4) (x3 w) 
(24 . I 
’ a.w, ’ a = G(T)& -- u(x) ax .4(x, w), (x, w) 6 G x S, 
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on the domain D&J, which consists of all elements # E Ma such that, for 
almost all (f, w), 
Obviously, L, is an unbounded operator with domain D(L,) C D(L), D(L,) 
dense in H, and range R(L,) C H. The boundary value problems (21a)-(23a) 
and (21b)-(23b) amount to finding the function # E D(L,) which satisfies the 
equation 
(--Lo + I- K) * = n/u, qEH. (27) 
The restriction of Eq. (27) to N+ yields the boundary value problem (21a)- 
(23a) for P#r , and I/J~ is found from the expression 
h(x, w) = ((I- RL) W,) (x, ~1, (x, OJ) E G x S. (284 
Similarly, the restriction of Eq. (27) to N- yields the boundary value problem 
(21b)-(23b) for (I - P) 4s , and & is found from the expression 
&lx, w) = ((I- W (I- P) $2) (x, w>, (x, co) E G x S. Wb) 
By construction, if #r is a solution of Eq. (18a), then P/J, satisfies the 
restriction of Eq. (27) to N+. Conversely, if #,+ is a solution of Eq. (27) in 
D(L,) n N+, then 
or 
(-RLRL + I) &+ = RP (q/u), 
Defining 
(RL + I) (-RL + I) &+ = RP (q/u). 
$1 = (--RL + 4 A+, 
i.e., constructing the function #r in accordance with Eq. (28a) with P# = #1+, 
we see that #r E D(L) and z/r satisfies the equation 
W + 4 $1 = RP (q/d 
which is identical with Eq. (18a). A similar argument can be given for the case 
in which we have a solution #a- of Eq. (27) in D(L,) n N-, so that we can 
state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let I/J~ , & E D(L) be the solutions of the boundary value 
problems (18a) and (18b), respectively, and let P be the projection operator 
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dejned on H by Eq. (15). Then P#l and (I - P) I,$ are the solutions of the 
boundary value problem (27) in D(L,) n N+ and D(L,) n N-, respectively. 
Conversely, let &f, & E D(L,) be the solutions of the boundary value problem 
(27) in N+ and N-, respectively. Then the solutions of the boundary value 
problems (18a) and (18b) aregiven by & = (I - RL) #1+ and & = (I - RL) &-, 
respectively, and the solution of the boundary value problem (13) by 
Theorem 2 expresses the equivalence of the boundary value problems (13) 
and (27). Now, define the operator A by the expression 
A=-L,+I-K=-LRL+I-K, (2% 
on the domain D(A) = D(L,). That is, D(A) consists of all elements u E n/r, 
such that, for almost all (6, w), 
T(I - a) U(Y, , 6 a) = T(I + W u(n , t, w> = 0, (30) 
Tut*, 5, w) E C(f,,), (31-1) 
TRW*, 6, w) E I. (31-2) 
In terms of A, the boundary value problem (27) reads 
4~ = q/u, qEH. (32) 
First, we observe that D(A) is dense in H. Next, for any u, v E M,, , we 
have Green’s formula, 
(Au, v) = (u, Av) = Irxs (SLu - &LB) (x, W) (w . n) dF dw. 
Whenever, in addition, u and v satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions 
(30) and (31), the surface integral vanishes identically, so 
(Au, 4 = (11, A$, for any u, v E D(A). 
That is, A is symmetric on D(A). 
Thirdly, we will show that A is positive definite on D(A). In fact, on D(A) 
we have the identity 
(Au, u) = (RLu, Lu) + ((I - K) % 4 + J rXSIu(~,o)121,.nidrdw. 
a 
The integral over r, x S is certainly nonnegative. Since 11 K/I < c, < 1, we 
have ((I - K) u, U) > (1 - cJ (u, u). The operator R, being the inverse of 
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the bounded selfadjoint positive operator I - K, is positive, so the inner 
product (RLu, Lu) is certainly nonnegative. Consequently, for all u E D(A) 
we have the inequality 
(Au, 4 2 (1 - co> IIu /12, (33) 
i.e., A is positive definite (c,, < 1). 
On the basis of these three properties of A (dense domain, symmetry and 
positive definiteness) we can now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. The operator A, deJined in Eq. (29) on D(A), can be extended 
to a selfadjoint operator. After extension, the domain of definition consists of 
those elements uq E HA which minimize the functional 
F[u] = (Au, u) - 2Re(u, q/u), q E H. 
Here, the space HA is the completion of D(A) in the metric 11 jlA , defined by 
/I u IIA = (Au, u)lj2. 
Proof. The procedure of the proof is due to Friedrichs and is described, 
for example, in Ref. [S]. First, define on D(A) a new inner product [,I, setting, 
for any u, v E D(A), 
[u, 4 = (Au, 4 
= (RLu, Lo) + ((I - K) u, v) + 1 u(x, w) V(X, w) I w . n I dr dw. 
r,xs 
Thus, D(A) becomes a (possibly incomplete) inner product space, which we 
denote by HA . The norm in HA will be denoted by I/ \IA . 
II u II,., = (Au, ‘LY’~, u E D(A). 
The inequality (33) implies that, for u E D(A) \I u // < (1 - c,,)-~ II u [IA . It 
was first shown by Friedrichs, that HA can be completed by means of elements 
of H. Obviously, D(A) is then dense in HA with respect to the topology 
induced by [.I, as well as dense in H, with respect to the topology induced 
by (,) on the subset HA of H. Moreover, the inequality 
II u II G (1 - w II u IL4 s (34) 
holds for all u in the Hilbert space HA . 
Now, consider the boundary value problem (32). If Eq. (32) has a solution 
# E D(A), then the functional 
Fbl = (Au, 4 - (u, q/d - (q/u, 4, (35) 
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assumes its minimum on D(A) for u = I/, and, conversely, an element which 
minimizes the functional (35), satisfies Eq. (32). 
For a fixed q E H, the inner product (u, q/u) defines a bounded linear 
functional on HA , 
so, by Riesz’s theorem, there exists a unique element up in HA , such that 
h d-4 = [u, %I, UEH,. (36) 
The functional F[u] defined in Eq. (35) for all u E D(A), can therefore be 
written in the form 
and, in this form, we extend it to all of HA . The original variational problem 
of minimizing F[u] over D(A), can now be generalized to the problem of 
minimizing F[u] over HA . This generalized variational problem has a 
unique solution. In fact, F[u] assumes its minimum for u = u, , and 
minF[u] = -II uq 11: .
The identity (36) establishes a relation between q E H and uq E HA . There 
is thus defined an operator G on H, such that 
u, = GW), 
whose domain is all of H, and whose range is the set {u,: q E H} in HA . It 
can be shown, see Ref. [8], that G is linear, bounded, and selfadjoint. The 
inverse G-1 exists and coincides with A on D(A), so G-l is an extension of A. 
Furthermore, G is a selfadjoint operator, therefore its inverse G-l is also 
selfadjoint, so that G-1 is in fact, the sought for selfadjoint extension of A. 
In closing we remark that the identity 
[u, 4 = (Au, ~1, 
which was established for u, v E D(A), remains valid if u E D(A) and v E HA . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We conclude this section with a discussion of the structure of the space HA 
and the identification of the natural boundary conditions for the boundary 
value problem under consideration.” 
Since the differential expression L which occurs in the definition of the 
operator A, amounts to a differentiation with respect to the variable s for 
fixed t and w, A is basically a second order elliptic differential operator in that 
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variable. Again for fixed 5 and W, the coefficients are piecewise smooth 
functions of position, i.e., of the variable s. From the general theory of 
elliptic operators we can therefore conclude that the functions which 
belong to the domain of the selfadjoint extension of A are square summable 
and have square sun-unable generalized first-order derivatives in r!,,, , for 
almost all (f, w). Furthermore, the functions have, in every interior subregion 
of =E.uJ f square summable generalized second derivatives. Finally, since 
v~,,, is a one-dimensional manifold it follows from Sobolev’s imbedding 
theorem that the functions which belong to the domain of the selfadjoint 
extension of A are continuous on 7je,, , for almost all (E, w). 
The structure of the space HA is clarified in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. The Hilbert space HA introduced in Theorem 3 coincides with 
the Sobolev space HI of all functions defined over G x S, which have square 
summable generalized Jirst derivatives in rroSw , for almost all (t, w), with the 
norm // II1 defined by 
This norm is equivalent with the norm 11 IIA introduced before, 
il u II: = (~u,W + ((I- K) u, u> + 1: xs I u(x, aI2 I w . n I drdw. 
c 
Proof. Consider the set HI of all functions defined over G x S, which 
have square summable generalized first derivatives in 7~~,,, for almost all 
(6, w), and let HI be endowed with the inner product (,)a , 
and the norm /I /iA , II u IIA = (u, u)y”. It follows from Sobolev’s imbedding 
theorem that the elements of HI satisfy the continuity condition (31-1). 
Obviously, HA is the subspace of HI consisting of those elements which, in 
addition to the continuity condition (31-l), satisfy the continuity condition 
(31-2) and the exterior boundary conditions (30). We shall prove that the 
orthogonal complement HAI of HA with respect to HI consists of the zero 
element only. 
For v E Ha-‘-, q E D(A), we have (v, 7)” = 0, i.e., 
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For almost all (I, w), 7 has generalized derivatives of second order on any 
interior subregion of rr,,, , so, in the first term, the integration with respect 
to s can be carried out by parts. As a result we obtain the relation 
Since Tv(*, f, U) E C(+,,,) and 7 E D(A), it follows that the first and last 
term cancel, so 
-(%LfG) + (w, (I- q 7) = (et, 4) = 0, for all 7 E D(A). 
This, in turn, implies that v E D(A*) and A*w = 0, or, since A is self- 
adjoint, that a E D(A) and Av = 0. Consequently, v = 0, and HAL consists 
of the zero element only. 
To prove that the norms 11 II1 and 11 [iA are equivalent, we must show that 
there exist two positive constants TV,, and tar , such that 
Now, since (/ K I/ < co < 1, we have 
(Rcu,Lu) ~~~~~~~~(RLu,Lu) +((I-K)RLu,Lu) 
0 0 
and 
= (1 + co)-1 (Lu, LU) > (1 - co) (Lu, LU), 
((I - K) 4 u) = (u, 4 - (G 4 2 (1 - II K II> @, 4 
2 (1 - co) (u, 4. 
Since the integral over r, x S is certainly nonnegative, it follows that 
II u 11: > p. 11 u 11: with p. = 1 - co > 0. To prove the remaining inequality, 
we first consider the integral over I’, x S, which can be estimated in the 
following manner 
s 
1 u(x, w)14 w - n 1 dl’dw 
r‘XS 
< ss (I WY,, I, ~11’ + I WYI, I, w>l”> dt dw. (*I s ToJ 
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Now, let X = Wzl(?rE,,,), that is, X is the Sobolev space of all functions 
defined over rc.w, which have square summable generalized first derivatives 
m nF,,, . For any y E 75,,, , define the linear functional F,. on X by putting 
F, f = f(y), f E X. Then F, is unbounded, but from the identity 
f(Y) = (f’, dx + (f? h)x . 
with 
(s - YOMYI - Yoh 
g(s) = lb, - MYr - yo), 
for y. < s d y, 
for y<s<y,, 
4) = Uh - Yo), for y. < s d YI , 
we obtain, using Holder’s inequality 
I ml < II g /lx Ilf’ I/x + II h I/x llfllx * 
It is readily verified that 
II h 112x = l/b, - Yo) = I ~e,lu I-*> 
with d = diam(G) < 00 and 1 “c,W ( = mes(?r,,J > 0. Thus, there exists a 
constant C, such that, for any y E i;c,w ,
If(r>l” G Wf’ 11% + lI.m 
for all f c X = War(~~,,). C is a nonincreasing function of the legnth 1 T~,~ 1 
of =c,w * 
Next, we apply this result to obtain an estimate for the integrand in the 
right member of the inequality (*). For a fixed (6, w), 
Hence, with 
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we have 
= wu II2 + II 24 II”). 
The remaining part of the proof is now almost trivial. We have 
(RJ% Lu) + ((I- K) u, 4 < ma4 R II , II I- K II) (II Lu II2 + II u Ia>. 
Thus, II u 11; d p1 II II 11; with p1 = max(ll R II , II I - K/j , C). This com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem. 
As a corollary of Theorem 4 we have the following. 
COROLLARY. For the boundary value problem (32), the exterior boundary 
condition, Eq. (30), and the second of the interface conditions, Eq. (32-2), are 
natural boundary conditions. Thefirst of the interface conditions, Eq. (31-l), is an 
essential boundary condition. 
4. A RITZ-GALERKIN APPROXIMATION PROCEDURE 
In this section we formulate a procedure for the approximate solution of 
the boundary value problem (32), under the assumption that the operator A 
has been extended to a selfadjoint operator, as described in Theorem 3 of the 
preceding section. As observed in Theorem 3, the solution of Eq. (32) can be 
obtained by minimizing the functional F[u] over the space HA . In Theorem 4 
of the preceding section we have shown that the space HA coincides with the 
Sobolev space HI which, we recall, is the space of all functions defined over 
G x S, which have square summable generalized first derivatives in rE.,, 
for almost all (5, w), and which are, a fortiori, continuous on +,,, . The 
norm in HI is defined by 
II u II,” = IILU II2 + II 24 /I2 
or, equivalently, by 
II u Ill = WU,JW + ((I- W u, 4 + jr xs I u(x, w)12 I w * n I drdw. 
a 
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We shall employ Ritz’s method of variational calculus-which, in this 
case of a positive definite operator, coincides with Galerkin’s method-to 
develop a procedure for the approximate solution of the selfadjoint boundary 
value problem. Consider the bilinear form a(,) over Hi: 
a(u, v) = (RLu, Lv) + ((I - K) u, v) + s, xs u(x, w) ~(x, w) I w . n I drdw. 
e 
As we have seen in the foregoing section, a(,) is bounded over Hi . Further- 
more, there exist two positive constants p0 and pi , such that 
Given a function q E H, our problem is to find u E HI such that 
6 v) = (q/u, v) = jGxs q(x, w) v(x, w) dx dw, for all v E HI . (37) 
If M is any finite-dimensional subspace of HI , then the Gale&in method is 
to find ti E M, such that 
for all w E M. (38) 
The following theorem is a combination of the results of [9]. 
THEOREM 5. The variational problem (37) has a unique solution u in HI . 
For any finite dimensional subspace M of HI , the variational problem (38) has a 
unique solution li in M. Furthermore 
An immediate consequence is the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let {Mn}zz_, be any sequence of finite dimensknal subspaces of 
HI , for which lim,,, infyEM, /I u - y j/i = 0, w h ere u is the solution of Eq. (37). 
Then, if ti, is the solution of Eq. (38) in M, , lim,,, jj u - ti, Iii = 0. 
The inequality of Theorem 5, in combination with results from approxima- 
tion theory on the approximation of the Hilbert space HI by finite dimensional 
subspaces, can be used to obtain a priori error bounds for the Ritz-Galerkin 
method. We will not pursue this line of investigation here, as it falls outside 
the scope of the present study. 
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5. THE CASE OF A REGION WITH SYMMETRIES 
In the statement of the problem and the formulation of the approximation 
procedure presented in the foregoing sections, we did not explicitly account 
for the possibility that symmetries may be present due to the particular 
geometrical and material configuration under study. In this section we will 
present the simplifications that can be obtained in that case. 
If symmetries are present we can, first of all, limit the domain of definition 
of the transport equation to a so-called fundamental domain. The solution 
over the full domain is obtained from the solution over a fundamental 
domain by appropriate extension (e.g., reflection). From now on, we will 
assume that G refers to a fundamental domain. If there are no symmetries, 
then the complete configuration corresponds to a fundamental domain and we 
are back to the case discussed in the foregoing sections. 
The effect of symmetries upon the boundary r’ of G is to render part of r 
into a reflective boundary. We will denote the reflective boundary by P,. . In 
terms of the variables s, [, and w, a point x E r, has the representation 
x = 4 + SW with either s = y0 or s = y1 , because of the definition of G as a 
fundamental domain. The boundary condition for # on r, is 
3(x, w) = #(x, 4, with w' = w - 2(w *rz,)n,, (39) 
for x E r, , w E S(x). In the definition of the domain D(L) of the differential 
operator L-cf. Eqs. (5)-(7)--this boundary condition has to be taken into 
account. At this point, we will not pursue its effects upon the statement of 
Theorem 1, but, rather, proceed directly to the selfadjoint formulation of 
Section 3. 
Since the boundary condition (39) holds for all w E S-(x), it holds in 
particular for the direction --w’ = --w + 2(0~ . n,) n, . In that case, we 
obtain the condition 4(x, -w’) = #(x, -w) for x E r,, w E S-(x), since 
(-w’)’ = --w. Combining this condition with Eq. (39) we obtain the reflective 
boundary conditions satisfied by P#, and (I - P) t,b2 , viz., 
for (x, W) E r, x S, (4W 
and 
(I - P) q&(x, w) = (I - p> ~z(x, 4, 
RL(I - P) t/qx, Co) = RL(I - P) #2(x, Co’), 
for (x, W) E r, x S, Wb) 
respectively, with w’ = w - 2(w * n,) n, . The boundary conditions (40a) go 
with the boundary value problem (21a)-(23a), the boundary conditions (40b) 
with the boundary value problem (21b)-(23b). 
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Again, the reflective boundary conditions (40a) and (40b) are just the 
restrictions of the general reflective boundary conditions, 
for (x, W) E r, X S, 
(41-1) 
(41-2) 
with w’ = w - 2(w . n,) n, , to the manifolds N+ and N-, respectively. 
Hence, in the general formulation of the problem it is sufficient to supplement 
the conditions (25), (26-l), and (26-2) by the conditions (41-1) and (41-2). 
Theorem 2 then applies also to the present situation. 
For the selfadjoint formulation we introduced, in Section 3, the operator A 
by the expression (29) on the domain D(A). In the presence of symmetries, 
the domain D(A) must be further restricted by the reflective boundary 
conditions, 
u(x, w) = u(x, w’), 
RLu(x, co) = z&(x, w’), 
for (x, W) E r, X S, 
(42- 1) 
(42-2) 
with w’ = w - 2(w . n,) 71,. It is not difficult to verify that, again, A is 
symmetric on D(A) and positive definite, with 
for all I( E D(A). Hence, the procedure employed in the proof of Theorem 3 
to extend A to a selfadjoint operator, can be carried over. The Hilbert space 
HA introduced in Theorem 3, now coincides with the Sobolev space HI of all 
functions defined over G x S, which have square summable generalized 
first derivatives in ne,, , for almost all (5, w), and which satisfy the 
reflective boundary condition (42-l). Thus, for the boundary value 
problem (32), in the presence of spatial symmetries (reflective boundaries), 
the exterior boundary condition, Eq. (30), the second of the interface con- 
ditions, Eq. (31-2), and the second of the reflective boundary conditions, 
Eq. (42-2), are all natural boundary conditions, whereas the first of the inter- 
face conditions, Eq. (31-l), and the first of the reflective boundary conditions, 
Eq. (42-l), are essential boundary conditions. 
6. APPLICATION 
By way of example, we will illustrate the Ritz-Galerkin approximation 
procedure formulated in Section 4, for the particular case, in which the finite 
dimensional subspace M is the direct product of a space of functions defined 
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over the domain G, and a space of functions defined over the surface of the 
unit sphere, S. 
Let {&: i E I} be a basis for a finite dimensional subspace of the Sobolev 
space W,‘(G), that is, the space of all functions defined over G which have 
square summable generalized first derivatives. Furthermore, let {x,: j E J} 
be a basis for a finite dimensional subspace of the Hilbert space L,(S). We 
will consider the variational problem (38) in the space M spanned by the 
tensor product basis {&xj: i E 1, j E _T}. It is readily verified that M is a finite 
dimensional subspace of the Hilbert space HI . 
Assuming a solution ii of the form 
the variational problem (38) leads to the following system of equations for the 
vector of unknown coefficients {qii; i E I, j E J}, 
gI zJAij,i#jlqi*j* = bij , i E I, .i s J, (43) 
with 
Atj,isj, = 4$i*Xj* 9 &xi), i,i’EI; j,jlEJ, 
The coefficient matrix A is Hermitian, Ai,fg,ii = .&j,i*j, . Its elements can 
be evaluated in the following manner. First, we recall that the integral 
operators R and I - K are local operators, which affect the variable CO, but 
not the variable x. Thus, if we denote the inner product in Ls(S) by the 
brackets (, ), 
<A x> = s, ~4.4 a(w) dw !h x em 
then we can write the matrix element Aii,i*y in the form 
+ u(x) <(I - K, Xi’ 3 Xi> bi’(x> &lx)] dx 
In the first term of the right member, the colon (:) indicates that the scalar 
product in the sense of tensor calculus is to be taken, i.e., for any two tensors 
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T and U of rank two, T: U = Cll,s TdUa,. (For a short introduction to 
tensor calculus, see, for example, [lo, Appendix A]). The expression for the 
matrix element can be made more transparent if we define some new 
parameters. First, we define, for each pair of indices (j,j’), a tensor of rank 
two, which we will call the diffusion tensor, 
Djf(X) =-& <Rwxj’ > wxr>, for x E G. 
Since R is selfadjoint on L,(S), Dj,jr obeys the relation Dj,j(X) = D&X). 
Furthermore, for each pair (j,j), Djjt(x) is a symmetric tensor, i.e., 
(&)a~ = (Dulsa . Ob serve that the dependence on x arises for two reasons, 
(i) because o is a function of x, and (ii) because R is a local operator, which 
depends parametrically on x. Second, we define, for each pair of indices 
(j,j), a scalar quantity, which we will call the removal coefficient, 
z,“,‘(X) = u(X) ((I - K) Xj’ P Xi>, for x E G. 
Since I - K is selfadjoint on&(S), .Z$ obeys the relation 2YFi(x) = z:,(x). 
Here again the x-dependence arises for two reasons, (i) because u is a function 
of x, and (ii) because I - K is a local operator, which depends parametrically 
on x. The reasons for the particular names for the parameters D and ZR will 
be explained later. Third, we define, for each pair of indices (j, j’), a scalar 
quantity, 
x5jf(x> = <I % ’ w I X5’ 9 X5>, for x 6 r, . 
Afj’ obeys the relation h1*3(~) = Xjj(x), and, here, the x-dependence arises 
because n, is the vector which is locally normal to the exterior boundary, I’, . 
With these definitions, the matrix element A,j,i,j’ becomes 
With the matrix element Adi,ifj* in this form, the system of equations (43) 
bears at least a formal resemblance to the system, which is obtained when 
the Ritz-Gale&in approximation procedure is applied to the neutron diffusion 
equation, see Ref. [1 11. The latter system can, in fact, be obtained as a special 
case, by taking, for J, the index set {0}, with x0(w) = 1 for all w E S. Observe 
that (I - K) x0 = (1 - c(x)) x0 , and Rwx,, = (1 - c(x)fi(x))-l wxo , so 
Do,,(x) = 47rD(x)I, with D(x) = l/C3(1 - ~(x>fiW) 4% 
z;(x) = 47LzR(x), with Z”(x) = (1 - c(x)) o(x), 
43,(x) = 4-4x), with h(x) = 4. 
409/50/1-5 
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(In the expression for D,,,,(X), I stands for the unit tensor of rank two.) 
Therefore, the only nonzero elements of the coefficient matrix are 
and the only nonzero elements of the right hand side vector are 
with 
The system (43) thus reduces to 
C Aii,qil = b4 , 
i’EI 
i E I, (44) 
where we have defined Ag = (417)-l Aio,ito , b, = (4v)-l bi, , and qe = qio . 
It is readily verified that the reduced system (44) is identical to the system 
which is obtained by applying the Ritz-Galerkin approximation procedure 
to the following boundary value problem, 
p and D(ap/an) continuous across I’i . 
This boundary value problem describes the diffusion of neutrons in a 
medium G with external boundary r, and material interfaces ri . The 
coefficients D and 2YR are the diffusion and removal coefficient, respectively; 
the boundary condition on I’, is a so-called extrapolated endpoint condition, 
with the extrapolation length equal to the ratio D/it. The unknown variable p 
corresponds to the neutron density, which is defined in terms of the angular 
density # by the relation 
Within the present approximation, (CI is approximated by 
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(cf. Theorem 2). The second sum vanishes upon integration with respect to w, 
so p is indeed approximated by 
Note added in proof. Since the submission of this article, the authors have imple- 
mented various versions of the proposed approximation procedure. The results have 
been reported in ANL-8126 (October 1974); copies of this report can be obtained 
from the authors. 
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